• Mechanisms of red-shifted resonant frequency at normal, 15°and 30° incidences based on surface current distributions of the gold hemispherical shell Figure S1 . (a) Transmission spectra of the gold hemispherical shell at normal, 15° and 30° incidences for the TE and TM cases (black for normal incidence, blue for 15° incidence and red for 30° incidence, respectively). Inset To explain mechanisms of the red-shifted resonant frequency for both TE and TM waves when increasing incident angles, we monitor surface current distributions of the shell at normal, 15° and 30° incidences at the corresponding resonant dips (see Figure S1 (a)) as shown in Figure S1 (b)-(d). As plotted in Figure S1 (b), for normal incidence, the currents at the bottom center denoted by a black arrow majorly contribute to the magnetic dipoles along y direction. Furthermore, induced surface currents along the edge of the shell denoted by red arrows lead to electric dipoles as mentioned in the main text. Therefore, our proposed shell could possess double negative identities at 1.149 THz from the combination of the induced magnetic and electric dipoles. Now, we would like to discuss cases for oblique incidences.
First of all, for the TE case (left column from Figure S1 (c)-(d)), when the incident angle tilts from 0° to 15°, the surface current distributions become asymmetrically distorted and form a greater length of the loop of the induced currents denoted by a black arrow in Figure S1 (c) than the case under normal incidence so that there still exist magnetic dipoles, yet resonating at a lower frequency. Even the induced currents at the edge become asymmetry compared to the normal incident case, the net electric dipoles are still along x-direction, resulting in a small shift of the plasma frequency of Drude-model-like resonance and possessing insignificant influences on the regime of the negative index. Combining the frequency shifts of the magnetic and electric dipoles, the region of the negative index shifts to a lower frequency, i.e., 1.106 THz when the incident angle is up to 15°. To further increase the incident angle to 30°, a much larger loop denoted by black arrows as illustrated in Figure S1d and similar electric dipoles give rise to red-shifted negative index accompanied with a redshifted resonant dip at 1.049 THz. As for the TM case (right column in Figure S1 (c)-(d)), the surface current distributions at 15° and 30° incidences are both similar to the distribution in the normal incidence case but with a little longer path at 15° and 30° incidences as suggested by the closer distance between the node and the edge at 30° incidence. Consequently, the magnetic resonance barely red-shifts to 1.147 THz at 15° incidence and to 1.137 THz at 30° incidence compared to 1.149 THz under normal incidence. On the other hand, the current distributions that form electric dipoles at both 15° and 30° incidences are the same as the distributions under normal incidence; thus, the electric resonance fixed at the same frequency under the oblique incidences. Therefore, the slightly red-shifted resonant dip for TM case under oblique incidences is caused by imperceptibly longer paths of the induced surface currents, thus resulting in a magnetic dipole resonance at a lower frequency and similar current profiles on the edge of the shell, leading to an electric dipole similar to the normal incident one when increasing the incident angle.
Supplementary Information l The phase flows of the five-layered 3D NIM at 60° and 85° incidence Figure S2 . Simulated transmission spectra of five-layered 3D NIMs at normal, 60° and 85° incidences for the (a) TE and (d) TM cases, respectively. The animated phases of magnetic fields under (b) 60° incidence at 1.021
THz and (c) 85° incidence at 0.989 THz for the TE case, and the animated phases of electric fields under (e) 60° incidence at 1.149 THz and (f) 85° incidence at 1.164 THz for the TM case. The upper to lower frames in (b)- (c) and (e)-(f) are all with a constant step of phase change, i.e., 70-degree, and white arrows indicate the wave propagation direction in free space while red arrows in five-layered 3D NIM. The two are opposite and suggest the double negative identities of the 3D NIM.
The transmission spectra and animated phases of the five-layered 3D NIM at 60° and 85° incidences are portrayed in Figure S2 Figure   6 (e) and 6(f) display the flows at the frequencies of 1.149 THz under 60° incidence and of 1.164 THz under 85° incidence, respectively for the TM case. Within all the snapshots of the animated phases, the wave propagation direction in free space is denoted by white arrows; in contrast, the wave propagation direction within the five-layered 3D NIM is denoted by red arrows and from the upper to lower frames, the white arrows go from left to right when the red arrows go from right to left, an indication of opposite phase flows and negative index as well. Herein, our proposed 3D NIM, the gold hemispherical shell, theoretically preserved double negative identities up to 85°.
Supplementary Information l Performance of our metallic shells incident from two opposite sides
Once the sample is flipped, we could still obtain identical transmission and similar reflection compared to the one with the light shedding from the front side under normal and oblique incidences as shown in Fig. S3 . Figure S3 . (a) Simulated transmittance and reflectance spectra of the gold shells under normal incidence and (b) their retrieval results from front-side and back-side. Transmittance and Reflectance spectra under (c) 15° incidence, (d) 30° incidence in the TE case and (d) 15° incidence and (e) 30° incidence in the TM case from front-side and back-side. l Misalignment when piling up to five-layered 3D metamaterials Limited by our measurement facilities, we can only measure a single-layered sample under 0° (i.e., normal), 15° and 30° incidences for both TE and TM waves, and then compared them to the simulated ones, as shown in Fig. 7 in the main text. Again, the results of simulation and measurement agree one another well, demonstrating negative refraction at multiple-angle incidences by our designed monolithic metallic hemispherical shells. Besides, single-layered metallic hemispherical shells suffice to be regarded as a negative refractive index medium (NRIM). The reason that we employed a five-layered configuration instead of a singlelayered configuration is to visualize the opposite phase flows in the structures and in free space to indicate negative refraction. Therefore, the measurement of a five-layered sample is not a must, because one cannot directly observe the phase flow in structures.
Furthermore, we can also predict the behavior of the five-layered sample under misalignment by simulation, as shown in Fig. S5 and S6 . We simulated the cases of different lateral shifts in x-direction only and in both x-and y-directions and of tilted angles (two layers with 15° tilted angle). As shown in Fig. S5 , the lateral shifts have no significant impact on the transmittance spectrum. In addition, the tilted angles would introduce a small frequency shift but overall transmittance looks similar to the case of the well-aligned one as shown in Fig. S6 . From both Fig. S5 and S6, we believe that our design is not sensitive to the misalignment supposed one plans to pile-stack more layers of 3D metamaterials for practical applications. Figure S5 . (a) Schemes of shifted 3D metamaterials in x-direction only and in both x-and ydirection when piling up to 5-layered bulk ones. (b) Corresponding transmittance spectra suggest a minor offset compared to the well-aligned one. We believe that lateral shifts would not destroy the negative index provided by our 3D metamaterial. Figure S6 . Transmittance spectra of our five-layered metamaterial with well-aligned layers and two 15°-tilted layers among the five. The two shares similar transmittance profile with only a frequency shift; thus, we believe that the behavior of negative index is preserved even for two 15°-tilted layers.
